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	Understanding GPS: Principles and Applications, Second Edition, 9781580538947 (1580538940), Artech House Publishers, 2005
"Every GPS engineer should have this book. An engineer can find in one place a thorough treatment of the entire GPS system. Will prove of great benefit to those first approaching a GPS engineering task, but the experienced engineer will also find it a valuable reference. The most complete description of the signal acquisition and tracking process that I have found anywhere. I highly recommend this book."   

       This thoroughly updated second edition of an Artech House bestseller brings together a team of leading experts who provide a current and comprehensive treatment of the Global Positioning System (GPS). The book covers all the latest advances in technology, applications, and systems. The second edition includes new chapters that explore the integration of GPS with vehicles and cellular telephones, new classes of satellite broadcast signals, the emerging GALILEO system, and new developments in the GPS marketplace. This single-source reference provides a quick overview of GPS essentials, an in-depth examination of advanced technical topics, and a review of emerging trends in the GPS industry. Engineers can use this book to build GPS receivers and integrate them into navigational and communications equipment. Executives can turn to this book to determine how technology is affecting markets and how best to invest their companies’ resources. The book also serves as a handy resource for electrical engineering students looking to advance their studies and careers in GPS.    

       About the Author
   
Elliott Kaplan is a principal engineer at the MITRE Corporation, Bedford, Massachusetts. He is the New England Section Officer of the Institute of Navigation.. He earned his M.S. in electrical engineering from Northeastern University.
Christopher Hegarty is a senior principal engineer at the MITRE Corporation, Bedford, MA. He received a D.Sc. in electrical engineering from The George Washington University and currently serves as editor of the Institute of Navigation’s quarterly journal, NAVIGATION, and as a member of RTCA, Inc.’s Program Management Committee.      
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Data Abstraction & Problem Solving with C++: Walls and Mirrors (6th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012

	Data Abstraction and Problem Solving with C++: Walls & Mirrors  provides a firm foundation in data abstraction that emphasizes the distinction between specifications and implementation as the basis for an object-oriented approach. Software engineering principles and concepts as well as UML diagrams are used to enhance...


		

Building Applications with Microsoft® Outlook® Version 2002Microsoft Press, 2001
This book is designed primarily for Microsoft Outlook application developers  using Microsoft Exchange Server. Many of the examples assume that you’ll be  deploying workgroup applications in an Exchange Server environment using both  public and private folders. It’s also assumed that you’ll be using Outlook 2002  to run the...


		

Scalable Network Monitoring in High Speed NetworksSpringer, 2011

	Network monitoring serves as basis for a wide scope of network operations, engineering
	and management. Precise network monitoring involves inspecting every
	packet traversing in a network. However, this is infeasible in today’s and future
	high-speed networks, due to significant overheads of processing, storing, and transferring...





	

The Art of Sound ReproductionFocal Press, 1998
Designed to make life a little easier by providing all the theoretical background necessary to understand sound reproduction, backed up with practical examples. Specialist terms - both musical and physical - are defined as they occur and plain English is used throughout. Analog and digital audio are considered as alternatives, and the advantages of...

		

Programming PHPO'Reilly, 2013

	
		This updated edition teaches everything you need to know to create effective web applications with the latest features in PHP 5.x. You’ll start with the big picture and then dive into language syntax, programming techniques, and other details, using examples that illustrate both correct usage and common idioms.
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Next-Generation Internet: Architectures and ProtocolsCambridge University Press, 2011

	The field of computer networking has evolved significantly over the past four
	decades since the development of ARPANET, the first large-scale computer network.
	The Internet has become a part and parcel of everyday life virtually worldwide,
	and its influence on various fields is well recognized. The TCP/IP protocol
	suite and packet...
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